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Introduction

In elementary cases the evaluation of a definite integral under a continu-

ous transformation of variables involves the Jacobian of the transformation

where the Jacobian is given in terms of derivatives. Furthermore, in ele-

mentary cases the transformations involved are usually one-to-one. It is the

purpose of this, paper to study the metric foundations of continuous (not

necessarily one-to-one) transformations in (complete) metric spaces in order

to develop formulas for the transformation of definite integrals. Radó and

Reichelderfer [4](:) have developed such a theory of metrical and topological

properties of continuous transformations in the plane. We shall be concerned

with their results on metrical properties and in the next few paragraphs we

shall review these results.

Let © be a bounded, connected open set in the uv-plane. A pair of real-

valued functions x(u, v), y(u, v), bounded and continuous on D, determines a

continuous transformation T:x=x(u, v), y=y(u, v), (u, »)GD, which in

complex notation z = x+iy, w = u+iv can be written in the form T:z = t(w),

wSD. If E is any set in the w-plane, then T(ED) will denote the image of ED

in the z-plane and | T(ED) | will denote the Lebesgùe exterior measure of

T(E<D). If £ is any set in the z-plane, then r_1(£) will denote the set of all

those points to£D whose image is in E and this set is termed the inverse of E

under T. The symbol N(z, T, E) will be used to denote the number (possibly

equal to + oo) of distinct points w in the set E- T_1(z).

Let 73 be a set in the w-plane satisfying the conditions (i) B is measurable,

and (ii) for every oriented(2) rectangle 7? such that(3) ic°CO, the set T(R"B)

is a measurable set in the z-plane. Such a set B is called a base set. The de-

termination of the base set B for applications depends upon topological prop-

erties of T and we shall not be concerned in this paper with such properties

except that 73 is a Borel set.

For each oriented rectangle R such that it0 CO we define G(R) = \ T(RnB) |.

A transformation T is called of bounded variation with respect to the base

Presented to the Society, April 26, 1947; received by the editors February 26, 1947.

(') Numbers in square brackets are used to refer to the bibliography at the end of this

paper.

(*) A rectangle R is termed oriented when its sides are parallel to the coordinate axes.

(s) R" denotes the interior of a rectangle R.
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set B in O, briefly, B.V.2J in D, if there exists a finite constant L such that

G(si)+ ■ ■ ■ +G(sn) <L for every finite sequence of nonoverIapping(4), closed,

oriented squares Si, • • • , sn such that sfCO. A transformation T is called

absolutely continuous with respect to the base set B in D, briefly, A.C.S in

£>, if for every e>0, there exists an r;=r;(e)>0, such that G(si)+ ■ ■ •

+G(sn) <« for every finite sequence of nonoverlapping closed, oriented

squares Si, • • • , sn such that s?CO and |ii| + • • • +|s„| <rj-

Under the measurability assumptions on B, the function N(z, T, O-B) is

measurable and T is B.V./5 in D if and only if N(z, T, OB) is summable.

Given a point w£D, let us consider a sequence of oriented closed squares

sn such that w£s„CiD and lim |s„| =0. If, for every such sequence, the

quotients G(sn)/\ sn\ converge to a finite limit (which is then necessarily the

same for all such sequences), then this limit is called the derivative of G(R)

at w and is denoted by G'(w). If T is B.V.P in D, then G'(w) exists a.e. in D,

is measurable and summable in D, and we have, for every open set 0(ZO,

the inequality

ff &(*>)£ ff N(z,T,0-B).
Furthermore, T is A.C.P in D if and only if the sign of equality holds in the

preceding relation for 0 = 0.

Let H(z) he a finite-valued, measurable function in the z-plane. Assume

that T is A.C.B in D. For every measurable set ECO we then have the

transformation formula

ff H[t(w)]G'(w) = jj H(z)N(z, T, EB),

provided only that one of the two integrals involved exists.

We shall show in this paper that results comparable to those of Radó and

Reichelderfer [4] can be obtained in complete metric spaces. For this purpose

we shall work with analytic sets and the continuous images of analytic sets.

Since much of this material is scattered in the literature, for the convenience

of the reader we give, in Chapters I and II, the theorems necessary for our

theory of continuous transformations. In Chapter III concepts of bounded

variation and absolute continuity are introduced and general transformation

formulas are given. In Chapter IV the general theory is applied to the above

results in the plane.

The essential tool in the development of our theory (see §2.9) is the de-

composition of the set being transformed into a denumerable number of

mutually disjoint sets on each of which the transformation is one-to-one plus

a set which under our definition of bounded variation plays no role in the

(4) Two squares St, s¡ are nonoverlapping if sjs° = 0.
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transformation formulas. The decomposition is such that the transformation

formulas can be developed on each of these sets and the general formulas

follow from these.

Chapter I. Analytic sets

1.1. Let 1 denote an abstract space (not assumed to be topologized). If to

each finite sequence of positive integers p = (ni, n2, • • • , nk) there corre-

sponds a set £ni„s...n, (also written E¿) of 1, this denumerable family of sets

is called a determining system 21. For a given determining system 31 the set

00

E  =  2—1 11 Enin3 • • -nk,
p     k—1

where the products are taken with respect to an infinite sequence of positive

integers v = (m, «», • • • , nù, • • • ) and the summation is taken with respect

to all infinite sequences of positive integers v, is called the set derived from the

determining system 31 by the operation zA. We denote this set E by the

symbol

£=«yf(a),       «:£*•

In the following sections we give some relationships concerning the opera-

tion zA. In most cases where mere set identities are concerned the proofs are

either left as exercises for the reader or suitable references to the literature

are given.

1.2. Lemma. Every positive integer n can be written uniquely in the form

n = 2a~1(2ß — l), where a and ß are positive integers.

1.3. Lemma. For any set E we have that E=zA(W), %:E4, = E.

1.4. Lemma. If £=<vf(2l), 2l:£* and £'=o^(2I'), W:E¿, then EE'
=*A(<&"), K":En[n,...nk = Eaiai...ak-E'ßll,i...ßi, where ni = 2°<-1(2ßi-l) for

i=l, 2, • • • , k.

1.5. Lemma. 7/£»=<vf(«»), WiE^for m = 1, 2, • • • , then

00

22 R =<^(2l),      8:£«jn,.••«*** -Eh»!---«*»
n-l

where «i = 2ai-1(2/3i -1) ; and

00

II E     = C/tf(St) , 31 : En,n-, - • -nt  =   ̂ n,«^»,.,«.! ■ ■ -n^,,,^-.
n-l

where k = 2a~1(2ß-l). (See, for example, Hausdorff [2, pp. 90-93].)

1.6. If p = (ni, «2, • • • , nk) then (p, j) will denote the finite sequence of
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positive integers («i, «2, • • • , »*,/) and (tj>, v) will denote the infinite sequence

of positive integers (»i, «2, • • • , »*, »*+i, • • • ) whose first k terms are the

same as <t>.

1.7. For a set E=^(%), 21 :P*, we define

00

Z     =   2-1     XL Enin,---ni,

where the products are taken with respect to an infinite sequence (<f>, v) (see

§1.6) and the summation is taken with respect to all such infinite sequences

(<*>, ")•
The following relations follow easily from the definition of Z*.

00 00

z* c £*;      E = E¿';     ¿* = E^(*,,)-
;-l j-l

1.8. Lemma. If £=<vf(2I), «:£*, E'=<^(%'), «':£/ and for each <f>,
Z*CE¿CEt,thenE'=E.

Proof. Take a point pE^E. Then there is an infinite sequence of positive

integers »1, «j, •••,»*,•• • such that pEE„ini...„k for £ = 1, 2, • • • . Then

pGZn^---""CEn1n2---ntiork=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ and hence p££'. Thus Z¿CP'. Since

E¿ CP* for each <¡>, E'QE. Therefore, E' =E.

1.9. Lemma. If E=<iA(W), 2I:£¿ then the following inclusion relationship
holds (see, for example, Kuratowski [3, p. 6]),

00 / °° \

22 Ej — e c El P-* ~ E £(*.;•) )>
¿-i * \       j-i       /

where the denumerable summation on the right is taken with respect to all finite

sequences, of positive integers <j>-

Proof. If P£l 2^,7-iE, — E then  pÇ_Eni for some integer m: If p(£Eni

— Ej" i Enii then p(E.Eni„2 for some integer n2. Continuing in this manner we

see that if p is not in the right side of the above relationship, there exists an

infinite sequence of positive integers «i, %,•••,«*,••• such that

íGPn1B2.-ntfor k = l, 2, • • • . Then^GP which contradicts that />£zEj"i &i

— E. Therefore, if a point p is in the left side of the above relationship it is

also in the right side.

1.10. Let y denote a family of subsets of an abstract space 1. Let S denote

the operation of adding a denumerable number of sets, II denote the operation

of multiplying a denumerable number of sets, Q denote the operation of

taking the complement of a set, and D denote the operation of taking the

difference of two sets. By a family of sets K(J, Í2) we shall mean a family of

sets which contains the family of sets J and is closed under the operations ß,

where ß denotes a combination of any of the preceding operations 2, II, Q, D.
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For example, K(J, 2, II) is a family of sets satisfying the conditions: (i) If a

set EEJ, then EEKÇJ, 2, II). (ii) If the sets EnEK(J, 2, II) for re = 1, 2, • • -,
then the sum of these sets and product of these sets are sets in K(J, 2, II).

1.11. The product of all families of sets K(J, ß) is again a family of sets

KCJ, ß). This smallest family of sets KCJ, ß) is called the Borel class over J

with respect to the operations ß and is denoted by BiJ, ß). When referring

to the Borel class over J without specifying the operations we shall mean the

usual class BiJ, 2, Q). if M is a metric space and J is the class of closed (or

open) subsets of M, we shall refer to B(J, 2, Q) as the class of Borel subsets

of M.

1.12. If J contains the empty set, then a family of sets KCJ, 2, Q) is called

a completely additive class of sets. A completely additive class of sets is also

a family of sets KCJ, 2, Q, II, D) (see, for example, Saks [5, p. 7]).

1.13. Lemma. If M is a metric space and J is the class of closed subsets of

M,then B(J, 2,ll) = B(7, 2, Q).

Proof. From §1.12, <B(J, 2, Q) is a family of sets KCJ, 2, Q, II, D). Hence

«(7, 2,e)DB(7, s,n).
Let B' be the class of sets E of <B(J, 2, n) satisfying that if E<GB(J, 2, II)

then QEG.BÇJ, 2, II). Let F be a closed set and let Fn be the set of points of

M that are a distance greater than or equal to l/n from F. Then Fn is a closed

set and QF=Fi+ ■ ■ ■ +Fn+ ■ ■ ■ is in B(J, 2, II). Hence FG<B'. Let

En, n = l, 2, • • • be a sequence of sets in <B'. Then E=Ei+ • • ■ +En+ • • •

is in B(J, 2, II) and QE= Ifr-iC^» is a set in B(J, 2, II). Hence E is in B'.
Thus B' is a family of sets K(J, 2, Q). Thus B(J, 2, Tl)DB'DB(J, 2, (?)
DB(J, 2, n). Therefore B(J, 2, n) = BfJ, 2, £)•

1.14. The Souslin class over a family of sets J, which we denote by S ij),

is the family of sets derived by the operation zA on all possible determining

systems of J, that is, a set EGS (J) if E =w/f(H), «:£♦€?.
From §1.3 and §1.5 it follows that S (J) is a family of sets KÇJ, 2, n) and

hence S(7)D«(7, S, H).
1.15. Let M be a metric space. Let 7 be the class of all closed subsets of

M. Sets in § (J) (see §1.14) are called analytic sets. From §1.13, §1.14 it

follows that every Borel subset of M is an analytic set.

1.16. Let 5W be a completely additive class of sets (see §1.12). A set func-

tion $(£), defined (possibly equal to +<») and non-negative for sets EGJrt,

is   called   a   measure   on   M  if   *(£i+ • • • +En+ ■ ■ ■ ) = <&(Ei)+ ■ ■ ■

+ $(£„)+ • • •   for every denumerable sequence of sets £»G3>f such that

EiE¡ = 0, if-tj.
1.17. Let M be a metric space. A set function $(£), defined (possibly

equal to +°o) and non-negative for every subset E of M, is called a Cara-

théodory outer measure if (i) <£(£)= 0 if E is the empty set, (ii) <&(Ei)

g*(£2)   whenever  £iC£2,   (in)   *(£i+ ■ • ■ +En+ • • -)ú<í>(Ei)+ • • •
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+ 4>(P„)+ • • •   for every denumerable sequence of sets PB, (iv) $(Ei+E2)

= &(Ei) + 3>(P2) whenever the distance between Pi and P2 is positive.

A set E is called measurable with respect to a given Carathéodory outer

measure i> if for every subset Q of M, <&(Q) = $(QE) + $(QQE). It follows

immediately that every set P for which <£(£) =0 is measurable. We have (see,

for example, Saks [5, pp. 43-52]) :

Theorem. Let <£(£) be a Carathéodory outer measure for sets E in a metric

space M. Then the class "M of measurable sets is a completely additive class of

sets (see §1.12) containing the class of Bor el subsets of M and $(P) is a measure

on M (see §1.16).

If for each set £, there is a measurable set ZOP such that $(P) = $(H),

then $>(P) is called a regular Carathéodory outer measure. The set ZZ is called

a measurable hull of P.

If i>(M) is finite we shall call i>(P) a finite Carathéodory outer measure.

Lemma. If $(E) is a finite Carathéodory outer measure and H is a measurable

hull of E, then (i) for every measurable set ZZiCZZ—E, we have $(Hi) =0, and

(ii) for every measurable set ZZ2Z>P, HH2 is also a measurable hull of P.

Proof. To prove (i) let Hi he a measurable subset of H — E. Then 4>(P)

= *(ZZ) = *(ZZ-ZZi) + #(ZZi)^$(P) + i»(ZZi). Thus (i) follows.
To prove (ii) let H2 be a measurable set containing P. Then PCZZZZ2

and ^(E) = ^(H)^^(HH2)^^(E). Hence HH2 is a measurable hull of P.

1.18. Theorem. Let $(P) be a finite regular Carathéodory outer measure for

sets E in a metric space M and let Jit be the class of sets measurable with respect

to <£ (see §1.17). Then 9ït contains the class of analytic sets (see §1.15).

Proof. This theorem is true even if $ is a general Carathéodory outer

measure (see, for example, Saks [5, pp. 47-50]) but we shall give a proof for

the case where i> is finite and regular (see Kuratowski [3, p. 58]). Since Vît

contains the closed subsets of M the theorem will be proved by showing that

S (M) =M (see §1.14). Let P =iA(W), 2I:£*e-2*t. Let ZZ» be a measurable hull

of the set Z* defined in §1.7. By the lemma in §1.17, El =H.^,E^ is also a

measurable hull of Z* and satisfies the conditions Z*CP* CP«. Then by

§1.8, E=*A(%L'), a':E¿eS)í. For each <p (see §1.7)

K-é, £<*.:■) c p; - ¿z<*.» = p; - z*.
1-1 ,=i

Since El is a measurable hull of Z*, by the lemma in §1.17, for each <p

$(p; - ¿ EU,^ = 0.
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By the inclusion relationship of §1.9

Ê£;-£ci(ê;-É4Aj-i * \    »-i    /
Since the right side of this last relation is a denumerable summation of sets

of f> measure zero, the sum of these sets is a set of 4> measure zero. Hence

the set on the left side is of $> measure zero. Since each set E} GSW and the sum

of these sets contains E, it follows that EGM. Thus S C7tf)C9tf. From §1.3,

5WCS (9tf). Therefore, S (9*0 =M. and the theorem follows.

1.19. If $(£) is a finite Carathéodory outer measure and if for every set

E, $(£) =g.I.b. $(0), where the greatest lower bound is taken with respect

to all open sets 0 which contain E, we shall say that <£(£) is a finite Cara-

théodory outer, measure which is regular with respect to open sets.

If $(£) is a finite Carathéodory outer measure which is regular with

respect to open sets then it is easily shown that for every measurable set E,

there exists Borel sets 73i, 732 such that BiCEQBi and <ï>(73i) = $>(£) = <i>(732).

In fact the sets 73i and 732 can be taken respectively as the sum ôf a denumer-

able number of closed sets and the product of a denumerable number of open

sets.

Chapter II. Continuous transformations in metric spaces

2.1. Let M, M* be two metric spaces. A transformation T:p*=t(p),

pGACZM, p*GA*(ZM* is called a single-valued, continuous transformation

from a set A C M onto a set A * C M* if (i) for each point p Ç.A there is one and

only one point p*Ç.A* for which p*=t(p), (ii) for each point p*(E.A* there is

at least one point pÇ£A for which p*=tip), (iii) for each sequence of points

p» such that p„GA, pn-^PoGA, the sequence /(p„)—»¿(po).

For each set ECZM, T(EA) will denote the set of those points p* of A* for

which there is a point p££<4 such that p* = t(p). For each set E*(ZM*,

T_1(E*) (called the inverse of the set E* under 7") will denote the set of those

points p of A for which t(p) ££*.

We shall use the symbol N(p*, T, E) to denote the number (possibly equal

to + oo ) of distinct points in the set EA ■ T~y(p*).

2.2. A transformation T is called univalent on a set £ if T_1(p*) £ is a

single point for each point p*£7(£).

2.3. A metric space M is called complete if every Cauchy sequence of

point in M has a limit point in M. A metric space M is called separable if

there is a dense denumerable subset of M.

2.4. Let M be a separable metric space containing a dense denumerable

subset of points Xi, x2, • • • , x„, • • • . Let S„in2...nk denote the closed sphere

of radius l/k and center at xnt. From the definition of the operation zA (see

§1.1) it follows that
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If =«/*(*),       3I:5„1BJ...Bt.

Let d(pi, p2) denote the distance between two points pi, p2 of M and let d(E)

denote the diameter of a set P C.M (the diameter of a set P is the least upper

bound of d(pi, p2) for points pi, p2 in P).

Lemma. If P=c/f(8l), 21 :P* where the sets P¿ are closed sets, then there

exists a determining system 81' such that E=zA(W), 8l':P/, the sets El are

closed sets, and d(E„in2.- .„J-*0for k—+«>.

Proof. By the preceding paragraph and §1.4, E = E- M = zA(W),

81': E'n1n,---nk = Eaw...ak-SßlB,...f>k, where »< = 2a«-1(2|3,-l), i=l, 2, ■ ■ • , k.

The sets £/ are closed and ¿(PBlB2...„t)—»0  for k—*«>, since d(PBlBs...B*)

*d(Sß*t...ßn)*2/k.
2.5. A determining system 81 such that £»,,»,... B»D-2«u»í•••»»»»+i is called

a regular determining system.

Lemma. If P=<vf(8l), 81 :P¿, wAcre the sets P* ere c/osed sets:, then there

exists a regular determining system 81' such that E=<¡A(W), 81'\E¿ and the

sets El are closed sets.

Proof. The proof follows immediately by setting P„1ni...Bt = PBi-PBlni

Jsnin,- ■ -nk-

2.6. Theorem. If T: p* = t(p), pEACM, p*£A*CM* is a single-valued
continuous transformation from an analytic set A in a complete and separable

metric space M onto a set A* in a metric space M*, then A* is an analytic set.

Proof. (See, for example, Hausdorff [2, p. 209].) Since A is an analytic

set, by §§2.5 and 2.4 there is a regular determining system of closed sets 81

such that A =^(81), 8T..4¿ and d(-4B1„2...nA,)—>0 for k—>oo. We shall now show

that A* = B* where

B*=zA(S8*),       $*:<B2...nt = closure«    of    T(A •4Bm...,1).

(i) Take a point p0*(EA*. Then there is a point po(E.A such that po* = t(po)

and an infinite sequence of positive integers ?=(»!, n2, •••,»*,••• ) such

that £oG-4Bln2...Bl for k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Hence />o*GPÎlB2-.Bi for k = l, 2, • • •

and po*£B*. Therefore, 4*CP*.

(ii) Take a point po*£E.B*. Then there is an infinite sequence of integers

v=(ni, n2, • • • , »A,, • • ■ ) such that po*EBtini---nk for k = l, 2, • ■ • . Then

for each integer k there exists points pk*(=.T(A Anin,.. -nk), pk=A-Amn2---nk

such that d(pk*, p0*)<l/k and p*=t(pk)- Since if(^4„,B2. ..„t)—>0 for k—>oo, ph

is a Cauchy sequence of points and (since M is a complete space) converges

to a point PoElM. Since pkEAnw ■ -n¡ for every j^k (81 is a regular determin-

(') The closure of a set E is the set E plus all its limit points. Hence, the closure of a set is

a closed set.
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ing system) and since the sets Amn2-nk are closed, the point poGAnin2-.-nk

for k — l, 2, ■ ■ • . Thus poE-4 and t(po)G.A*. Since T is continuous on A,

the sequence p* — t(pi) converges to t(pi) for k—*<x>. On the other hand, since

d(p*, po*)<l/k, the sequence pk*—>p0* for ¿—>oo. Therefore. po* = t(p0) and

po*EA*. Hence A*Z)B*.
From (i) and (ii), A* =73*. Hence A* is an analytic set.

2.7. Theorem. Under the same assumptions as §2.6, if 73* is an analytic

set in A*, then T~X(B*) is an analytic set.

Proof. Since 73* is an analytic set there exists a regular determining system

23* of closed sets 73/ such that B*=<tA (%>*), 23*: 73/. We shall show that

T~1(B*)=AB, where

73 =zA(S8),       33:73nin2...„t = closure of T'^B* ■ B*„m...nk).

(i) Let po£2"-1(73*). Then t(pi)=po*&B* and we have an infinite se-

quence of integers v = (ni, w2, • • • , nk, ■ ■ ■ ) such that po*£-ßni„2.. .„,. for

* = 1, 2, • • • . Hencepo<=:T-1(po*)CBnini...nkfor k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Thus p0<GB.

Therefore, T'^B^CAB.
(ii) Let poGAB. Then we have an infinite sequence of integers

v = (ni, «2, ••■,«*,••• ) such that poG73„in2...nt for k= 1, 2, • • • . For each

integer k we have a point pk such that pkGT~1(B*■ Btin2- ■ -nk) and d(pk, pi)

< l/k. Thus t(pi) E.Bt,„2.. .„y for every j^k (since 33* is a regular determining

system). Since pk—*po and each 5/ is closed, t(p0) (EB*,n2.. .„t for k = 1, 2, • •

Thus t(po)GB* and poGT'^B*). Therefore, ¿73er-1 (73*).
From (i) and (ii), AB^T'^B*) and T-\B*) is an analytic set.

2.8. Theorem. Under the same assumptions as §2.6, if for each positive

integer k, Ak* denotes the set of points p* such that N(p*, T, A)^k (see §2.1)

then Ak* is an analytic set.

Proof. (See, for example, Hahn [l, pp. •361-362].) Let all open spheres of

rational radius and centers at a dense denumerable subset of M be arranged

in a sequence Si, S2, • • • . Set

BÏ = 22 T(ASni)T(ASni) ■ ■ ■ T(ASni).

where the summation is-taken with respect to all sets of k nonoverlapping

open spheres S„vSn„ • • • , S„t- We shall show that Bh*=Ak*.

(i) Take a point po*GAk*. Then p0* has k models in A which can be en-

closed in k nonoverlapping spheres Sni, S„2, • • • , S„k each one of which con-

tains one of the k models. Thus po*E7(^4Sni)- 7X<4Sn2) • • • T(ASnt)CBk*.

Therefore, Ak*CBh*.
(ii) Take a point po*GBk*. Then p0* is in one of the terms r(^4S„,)

•T(ASni) ■ • • T(ASnk) of the summation defining 73/ and hence has a model
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in each one of these k nonoverlapping open spheres Snv Sn¡, ■ ■ • , S„t. Hence

Po*eAk*andBk*CAk*.
From (i) and (ii) it follows that Ak*=Bh*. By §2.6, T(ASn) is an analytic

set and hence, by §1.5, each term of the denumerable summation defining

Bk* is an analytic set. Since the summation is a denumerable summation, by

§1.5, Bk* is an analytic set.

Corollary. Under the same assumptions as §2.6, the set A*, of those points

p* for which N(p*, T, A) = + <*> and the set AX, = T~1(AZ) are analytic sets.

Proof. By the preceding theorem and §1.5, A*, =A*A2* ■ ■ • A* • ■ • is

an analytic set. By §2.7, Ax is also an analytic set.

2.9. Theorem. If T:p* = t(p), pEACM, p*EA*CM* is a single-valued,

continuous transformation from an analytic set A in a complete and separable

metric space M onto a set A* in a metric space M*, then there exists a denumer-

able number of. sets Xu • ■ • , Xn, • • • satisfying the following conditions:

(1) A=A„+Xi+ ■ ■ • +Xn+ ■ ■ ■- (2) A„-(Xi+ ■ ■ ■ +Xn+ ■ ■ -)=0.
(3) XiXj = 0, i^j. (4) T is univalent (see §2.2) on X„, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . (5) Xn

and T(X„) are the difference of two analytic sets for n= 1, 2, • • •

Proof. Let all open spheres with rational radii and centers at the points

of a dense denumerable subset of M he arranged in a sequence Si, • • • ,

Sn, ■ ■ ■ . Set Bi = A, Ei = BiSi+A„,

Yi = E {p G Pi, N[p* = t(p), T.Ei] > 1},
V

Xi = Ei— Yi. By applying the results of §§2.8, 2.7 to the transformation T

considered as defined on the analytic set Pi, T( Yi) and Fi are analytic sets

and Xi is the difference of two analytic sets. Since

T(Xi) = E{p*G T(Ei), N(p*, T,Ei) = l],

T is univalent on Xi. Since

T(Yi) =E{p*e T(Ei), N(p*, T, Ei) > l],

T(Xi) = T(Ei) - T( Yi). Hence T(Xi) is the difference of two analytic sets.

Set B2 = A ■ QXi = Bi ■ QXi = BiQSx+ Yi.B2 is an analytic set. Set P2 = B2S2

+AX,

F2 = E{pGE2,N[p* = t(p), T, E2] > 1],
V

X2 = E2— Y2. By the same reasoning as used above, Tis univalent on X2, X2 is

the difference of two analytic sets, and T(X2) = T(E2) — T( Y2) is the difference

of two analytic sets.

Continuing in this manner, at the wth stage, set Bn=A -Q(Xi+ ■ • •

+Xn-i).   Then Bn=AQ(Xi+ • ■ ■ +Xn-2)-QXn-i = Bn-ieXn^=Bn^eSn_i
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+ Fn_i is an analytic set. Set £„ = 73nSn+^400,

Yn  =  E  {P G E„, N[p*  = t(p),   T, En]  >   l] ,

Xn=En— Yn. By the same reasoning, T is univalent on Xn, Xn is the differ-

ence of two analytic sets, and T(X„) = T(E„) — T( Y„) is the difference of two

analytic sets.

The sets Xn thus defined satisfy conditions (4) and (5). Since Xn<ZBn

GQ(Xi • ■ ■ Xn-i) for each integer n, X,Xy = 0, îVj. Thus condition (3) is

satisfied. For each integer n, X„Fn = 0 and Y„^)AX. Hence condition (2) is

satisfied.

Let po be any point in A — Ax. Then N[p0*=t(p0), T, A] is finite and

there is a first sphere S„ containing p0 and no other point of T~1[t(p0)]. We

assert that poG-X'i + ■ ■ ■ +Xn. Assume poG-^i + • ■ ■ +Xn_i. Then p0G73n

and, since poGS„, we have p0GEn. Since N[p0*=t(p0), T, £„] = 1, p£X„.

Thus poG^i+ • • • +Xn and A =AX+Xi+ • • • +X„+ • • • . Hence condi-

tion (1) is satisfied.

2.10. Theorem. Under the same assumptions as §2.9, if B is an analytic

set, then for each set X„ defined in §2.9, the sets BX„ and T(BX„) are the dif-

ference of two analytic sets.

Proof. For each integer n (see §2.9), BX„=BEn — BYn is the difference

of two analytic sets. T(BEn) and T(BYn) are analytic sets and T(BEn)

= T(BXn) + T(BYn). Since T(BXn)-T(BYn) =0, T(BXn) = T(BEn)
— T(BYn). Hence T(BXn) is the difference of two analytic sets.

Chapter III. Transformation formulas

3.1. Throughout this chapter M will be a complete and separable metric

space and M* will be a metric space. v(E) and »>*(£*) will be finite Cara-

théodory outer measures which are regular with respect to open sets (see

§§1.17, 1.19) defined on M and M* respectively. Sets measurable (see §1.17)

with respect to v (v*) will be called r-measurable (immeasurable) sets.

3.2. For a given single-valued continuous transformation J"from an ana-

lytic set A C M onto a (necessarily) analytic set A* CM* (see §2.1) we define

a class M(T) of subsets of M as follows. A set E£Jil(T) if and only if, for

each set Xn, n = 1, 2, • • •• , defined in §2.9, the set T(EXn) is a i»*-measurable

set. While we shall work with a fixed decomposition of A for a given trans-

formation T, we shall see in §3.4 that VYC(T) is independent of the decomposi-

tion of A into sets having the properties stated in §2.9.

3.3. Lemma. The class 'M(T) defined in §3.2 is a completely additive class of

sets (see §1.12) containing all analytic sets.

Proof. The empty set obviously belongs to 5W(r).

Since EXn+X¿E = Xn and T(EXn) ■ T(XnQE) = 0 for n= 1, 2, • • • , if
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EEM(T), then T(XnQE) = T(Xn)-T(EXn) is a immeasurable set. Hence

QEEM(T).
If EmEM(T) for w = l, 2, ■ • -, then T(EmXn) is a immeasurable set for

every pair of integers m, ». If £=£i+ • • • +Pm+ ■ ■ • , then for each

integer », T(EXn) = T[(Ei+ ■ ■ ■ +Em+ ■ ■ ■ ) Xn] = T(EiXn) + ■ • •

+ T(EmXn) + • • •  and T(ÈXn) is a immeasurable set. Hence EEM(T).

By §2.10, for each analytic set B, the sets T(BXn), n = 1, 2, • • • , are the

difference of two analytic sets and hence are ^-measurable. Thus 5G^(Z).

Therefore, M(T) is a completely additive class of sets containing all analyt-

ic sets.

3.4. We shall now show that the class M(T) defined in §3.2 is independent

of the decomposition of A into sets having the properties listed in §2.9. Let

A =A„+X{ + • ■ ■ +Xi + • • • and A =A„+Xi' +-\-Xi' + • • • be
two decompositions of A where the sets Xi and Xi' satisfy the condition of

§2.9. Let M'(T) and M"(T) be the classes of subsets determined by these

decompositions by the definition of §3.2. Since, by ^3.3, M'(T) is a com-

pletely additive class of sets containing all the analytic sets, each set X'n'

EM'(T). For a set EEM'(T) we have (since XI'CX{ + • • • +XJ

+ ■ ■ • ) EXi' = (EXi + • • • + EX,i + ■ ■ ■ )Xi' = EXi'Xi + • • •
+ EXi'Xni + ■ ■ ■ and T(EXi') = T(EXi'Xi) + • • • + T(EXl'XJ)
+ • • •. Since P and Xi' are in M'(T), the set EXI'EM'(T). Thus T(EXi')

is the sum of a denumerable number of p*-measurable sets and hence is itself

a »'♦-measurable set. Thus EE"M"(T). Therefore, W(T)CM"(T). Similarly

M"(T)CM'(T) and hence M'(T)=M"(T).

3.5. Lemma. If E* is a v*'-measurable set in M* and E = T~1(E*), then

EEM(T).

Proof. Since £ is the inverse of P*, T(EXn) = T(Xn) ■ T(E) lorn = 1,2, ■ ■

Thus for each integer n, T(EXn) is the product of two immeasurable sets and

hence is itself a ^-measurable set. Therefore, EEM(T).

3.6. For each set EEM(T) (see §3.2) we define the set function

KE, T) = ¿>*[Z(£X„)].
n-l

Theorem. u(E, T) is a measure on M(T) (see §1.16).

Proof. M(T) is a completely additive class of sets by §3.3 and u(E, T) is

defined and non-negative for sets EEM(T). Yet E=Ei+ ■ ■ • +P„+ • • • ,

E„EM(T), » = 1, 2, • • • , P¿py = 0, i^j. Since Pis univalent on Xn, for each

integer n

v*[T(EXn)] = 2Zv*[T(EmXn)]-
m-l

Thus
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AR, T) = E v*[T(EXn)] = 22 22 v*[T(EmX„)] = 22AEm, T).
n—1 n—1 m—1 m—1

3.7. Let 4> be a measure on a completely additive class of subsets of-an ab-

stract space 1. Sets in this completely additive class of sets will be called

«Immeasurable sets. A real-valued function/(p) defined on a $-measurable set

£ is called a «5-measurable function on £ if, for every real number a, the set

Ea = E{f(p) > a,peE\

is a «Ê-measurable set.

Let f(p) be a non-negative, «^-measurable function defined on a «f-measur-

able set £. Let m(f, £') denote the greatest lower bound of fip) for points

pCE'. The definite integral of fip) over £ is defined to be

( fip)d<b = Lu.b.[»(y, £i)3>(£i) + ■■■ +mif, Ek)*(Ek)],
J E

where the least upper bound is taken with respect to all finite sequences

£i, • • • , Ek of «^-measurable sets such that £=£i+ • • • +£*, £¿£, = 0, »Vi-

For an arbitrary «^-measurable function /(p) defined on a «^-measurable

set £, let /i(p) =/(/>) if fip) ^0 and /i(p) =0 if fip) <0, and let /2(p) =/(p)
ii fiP)<0 and/2(p)=0 if/(p)^0. If the definite integral of either/x(p) or

—fiip) is finite on £, the definite integral of fip) over £ is defined to be the

definite integral of /i(p) over £ minus the definite integral of — /2(p) over £.

If the definite integral of a «^-measurable function fip) is finite over a

^-measurable set £, fip) is called a «Ê-summable function on £.

For the properties of measurable functions and definite integrals used in

the sequel, the reader is referred to Saks [5, chap. I].

3.8. Lemma. For each set £G5W(r), the function Nip*, T, E — A„) is a

finite-valued and v*-measurable function (see §§2.1, 2.8, 3.7).

Proof. Since Nip*, T, E-Ax)SNip*, T, A -Ax) for every point p*EM*,

Nip*, T, E—Ax) is a finite-valued function.

Since T is univalent on each set Xn, Nip*, T, EXn) = l for p*GTiEXn)

and Nip*, T, EX„)=0 for p*G7(£Xn). Since EG^iT), T(£Xn) is a v*-

measurable set and hence Nip*, T, EXn) is a ^-measurable function for

w = l, 2, • • • . Hence Nip*, T, E-Ax)=Nip*, T, EXi)+ ■ '• • +Nip*, T,
EXn)+ ■ • • is a immeasurable function (see Saks [5, chap. I, Theorem 12.3]).

3.9. Lemma. For each set EE^iT)

AE, T) =  f   Nip*, T,E- Ax)dv*.
of M'

Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 12.3, Chapter I, Saks [5], since
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(Np*,   T,  E-Ax) = N(p*,   T, EXi)+ ■ ■ ■ +N(p*,   T,  EXn)+ ■ • •   and
u(EXn, T)=v*[T(EXn)]=fM.N(p*, T, EXn)dv* for » = 1, 2, • • • .

3.10. Lemma. If H(p*) is a finite-valued function defined on A* — A*, then

H(p*) is a v*-measurable function if and only if H[t(p) ] is a u-measurable func-

tion on A—A«,.

Proof. For any real number a,

Ea = E \H[t(p)] > a] = T-\E*a),    where    E*a = E* {H(p*) > a].

By §§3.2 and 3.5, E* is a ^-measurable set if and only if £„ is a /¿-measurable

set.

3.11. Let f(p) be a finite-valued function defined on A. For each set

EG M and set Xn (see §2.9) we define

cn(p*, T, E,f) =f(p)    if    p = T~Kp*)-EXn   and

o-n(p*,T,E,f) = 0    if   p*ET(EXn),

a(p*,T,E,f) = 2Z°n(P*,T,E,f).
n=l

3.12. We have the following identities and relationships for the functions

defined in §3.11. Let H(p*) he any finite-valued function defined on M*.

(i) Since Pis univalent on X„,w = 1,2, • • • , H(p*) =crn(P*, T, £, H[t(p)]),

p*ET(EXn).
(ii) From (i) we have, since N(p*, T, E)=o(p*, T, £,/)=0 for p*G(A*

-A*)-T(E)+A*, H(p*)N(p*, P, E)=o(p*, T, E, H[t(p)]), p*EM*-A*.
(iii) Let f(p) be a finite-valued function defined on A. Then for each

integer », H(p*)<rn(P*, T, E,f)=on(p*, T, £, H[t(p)]f(p)), p*EA*.

(iv) From (iii) we have H(p*)o(p*, T, E,f)=o(p*, T, E, H[t(p)]f(p)),

p*EA*.
(v) Since<Tn(t(p), T,E,f) =f(p),pEEXn,andon(t(p), T, £,/) =0, pEEXn,

it follows from §3.10 that <Tn(p*, T, E, f) is a »^-measurable function if EXn

is a /¿-measurable set and / is a ¿u-measurable function on EXn.

(vi) From (v) it follows that o(p*, T, E, f) is a i^-measurable function if

P is a /¿-measurable set and / is a /¿-measurable function on P.

3.13. Lemma. Iff(p) is any non-negative, finite-valued, p.-measurable func-

tion defined on A, then, for any u-measurable set E and any integer »,

f    f(P)dß =   f   *n(p*, T, £, })dv*.
JEXn J M'

Proof, (a) From (v) of §3.12, an(p*, T, E,f) is a ^-measurable function.

Since <Tn(p*, T, £,/) =0 for p*G-T(EX„), the integral on the right can be con-

sidered as taken over the set T(EXn).
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(b) If £' is any subset of EXn, then (see §3.7) m(f, £') =m[<Tn(p*, T, £,/),

T(E')].
(c) If £' is any p-measurable subset of EXn, then (see §§3.2, 3.6), T(E')

is a »^-measurable set and u(E') =v*[TiE')].

(d) If EXn=Ei+ ■ • ■ +£*, £,£,- = 0, iptj, where Ei, ■ ■ • , Ek are p-

measurable sets, then T(£X„) = 7(£i) + • • • +TiEk), TiEi) • T(£y) = 0, tVj,

and the sets TiEi), ■ ■ ■ , TiEi) are ^-measurable sets. This follows from the

univalence of T on £X„ and the definition of ¿u-measurable sets.

(e) If T(£X„) =£!*+••• +£/, £/£/ = 0, i*j, where £/, ••■,£/ are

immeasurable sets, then for Ei = EXn-T~1iE*), i = \, ■ ■ ■ , k, we have

EXn = Ei+ • • ■ +Ek, £,-£,- = 0, i^j and the sets £,■ are p-measurable sets.

This follows from the definition of the inverse of a set and the definition of

/i-measurable sets.

The lemma then follows from (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and the definition of

the definite integral (see §3.7).

3.14. Theorem. If fip) is any non-negative, finite-valued, u-measurable

function defined on M, then for any u-measurable set E,

f fip)dß =  f   dp*, T, E, })dv*.
of E of M'

Proof. Since n[QiA—Ax), r]=0, we have (see Saks [5, Theorem 12.8,

chap. I])

(1) f fiP)dß = ¿ f     f(p)dß.
of E n-lof EX„

By (vi) of §3.12, and by §3.10, cr(p*, T, E, f) is a immeasurable function.

Since each <rn(p*, T, E, f)^0 and cr(p*, T, E, f)=<Ti(p*, T, E, f)+ ■ ■ ■

+(Tn(p*, T, £,/)+ • • •   we have (see Saks [5, Theorem 12.3, chap. I])

(2) f   c(p*, T, E, f)dv* = 22 f   «nip*, T, E, f)dv*.
of M' n-l " M'

The theorem follows from (1), (2) and §3.13.

3.15. Theorem. If fip) is a finite-valued, u-measurable function defined on

M, then, for any u-measurable set E,

f fiP)du =  f   o-ip*, T, E, f)dv*
of E of ¡,[.

whenever the integral on the left exists.

Proof. Assume that the integral on the left exists. The sets

£i = £ [fip) = 0,pEE]}       Ei = £ [fip) < 0, p G £]p p
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are /¿-measurable sets. By §3.14,

f  f(p)dp = f   v(p*, T, Ei, f)dv*, f  f(p)dß =  f   o-(p*, T, Ei, f)dv*.
J El J M ' J E¡ "M"

At least one of these integrals is finite by assumption. Hence the statement

of the theorem follows.

That the existence of the integral on the right side does not in general

imply the existence of the integral on the left side can be shown by the fol-

lowing example. Let A consist of two disjoint, closed, congruent squares

Ji, s2 in the Mitplane and let s* be a third congruent square in the xy-plane.

The transformation T consists of mating each of the squares Si, s2 congruently

onto s*. Then Pis a single-valued, continuous transformation from A =Si + S2

onto A* = s*. The sets Xi, X2 can be taken as Si, s2 respectively and the sets

Xn, n = 3, 4, • • -, as the empty sets. Let/(«, v) be a function which is non-

negative, Lebesgue measurable and has an infinite definite integral on si

and takes on .corresponding negative values at corresponding points of s2.

If v* is taken as the Lebesgue exterior measure in the xy-plane then /¿(£, T)

is the Lebesgue measure of Lebesgue measurable subsets of A in the «»-plane.

Hence/(w, v) is a /¿-measurable function but does not have a definite integral

on A. However, cr(p*, T, A,f)=0.

3.16. Theorem. If H(p*) is a finite-valued, v*-measurable function defined

on M* and g(p) is any finite-valued, ¡x-measurable function defined on M, then,

for any n-measurable set EC.A,

f H[t(p)]g(p)dß =   f   H(p*)a(p*, T, E, g)dv*
Je J m'

whenever the integral on the left exists. If g(p) è 0, then the relation holds when-

ever the integral on the right exists.

Proof. By §3.10, H[t(p)] is a /¿-measurable function on A—A„. By the

definition of M(T), every subset of Aœ is in M(T). Hence H[t(p)] is a im-

measurable function on A. The first part of the theorem follows from §3.15

iorf(p)=H[t(p)]g(p) and the identity (iv) of §3.12.

If the integral on the right side exists then at least one of the the integrals

f   H(p*)o-(p*, T, Ei, g)dv*, f   H(p*)c(p*, T, Ei, g)dv*,
J M' " M'

where

Ei » E {H[t(p)] ^0,pEE},        E2 = E {H[t(p)] < 0, p G E)

is finite. By applying §3.14 to f(p) = H[t(p)]g(p) on £i and £2, the integral on

the left exists.

3.17. Let T be a single-valued, continuous transformation from an analy-

tic set ACM onto a set 4*CilZ*. The function N(p*, T, A) (see §§2.1, 2.8)
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is a »^-measurable function defined on M*. We shall say that T is of bounded

variation on A, briefly, B.V. on A, if Nip*. T, A) is a »msummable function

on M* (see §3.7).

3.18. Theorem. Let T be B.V. on A. If Hip*) is any finite-valued, v*-

measurable function defined on M*, then, for any u-measurable set EÇ_A,

f' H[tip)]du=  f   Hip*)Nip*,T,E)dv*,
of E of M.

provided only that one of the two integrals involved exists.

Proof. By (ii) of §3.12, Hip*)Nip*, T, E)=cr(p*, T, E, H[tip)]) except

on A*. Since Nip*, T, A) is a i>*-summable function, the set of points AJ*

where Nip*, T, A) is infinite is of ^-measure zero (see, Saks [5, Theorem 11.8,

chap. I]). The theorem follows then from §3.16.

3.19. Lemma. If T is B.V. on A, then, by §3.9, u(E, T) is a finite measure

icompletely additive set function) on 5W(7).

3.20. The class Í7aí(7) of p-measurable sets and the class of »»-measurable

sets (see §3.1) are not in general the same class of sets. However, by §3.2 and

§§1.17, 1.18, both of these classes are families of sets K(S, 2, Q, U, D) (see

§1.10), where S is the class of analytic subsets of M. Hence the product of

these two classes, which we shall denote by 2Ji0(7), is a family of sets i<T(S , 2,

&n,7>).
3.21. Assume T is B.V. on A. By the Lebesgue decomposition of a com-

pletely additive set function (see Saks [5, Theorem 14.6, chap. I]) the set

function uiE, T) can be expressed uniquely as the sum of two non-negative

completely additive set functions

u(E, T) = Ma(£, 7) + „.(£, 7), £ G %(7),

where p„(£, 7) is an absolutely continuous set function with respect to v and

p8(£, 7) is a singular set function with respect to v on 5Wo(7). That is to say,

p„(£, 7") =0 for every set £G5Wo(7) of »»-measure zero and there exists a set

es (called the singular set) in 2>io(7) of »»-measure zero such that usiQes, T) =0.

By the Theorem of Radon-Nikodym (see Saks [5, Theorem 14.11, chap.

I]) the absolutely continuous set function pa(£, 7) can be expressed as the

»"-integral of a non-negative, finite-valued function Dip, 7) which is both

p-measurable and »"-measurable. Thus we can write

uiE, T) =  f Dip, T)dv + Ms(£, T), E G VXo(T).
J E

3.22. Lemma. Assume T is B. V. on A. Let es be the singular set (see §3.21).

If £CCe« is a v-measurable set then E is a u-measurable set.
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Proof. Since v is regular with respect to open sets (see §1.19), for each

integer n we have Borel sets Bi, S„" such that Bi CEX„CBi'XnQe,CBi'

and v(Bi)=v(EXn)=v(Bi')=v(Bi'XnQei). The sets Bi, Bi'XnQe, are u-

measurable sets. Since v(Bi'XnQes-Bi) =0 and (Bi'XJHe.-BDCCe,, we

have that /¿(P„"XnQe.-Bi, T)=0 and u(Bl, T)=u.(Bi'XnQe„ T). Since

T(Bl )CT(EX,i)CT(Bl'XnQei) and v*[T(Bl )] =u(Bl, P) = u(Bi'XnQea, T)
= v*[T(Bi'XnQe,)], the set T(EXn) is »»""-measurable. Hence EXn is /¿-meas-

urable for each integer n and £ is a /¿-measurable set.

3.23. Lemma. If E is a u-measurable set, then there exist sets £i, E2EM0(T)

such that EiCECE2 and /¿(£i, P) =/¿(£, T) =u(E2, T).

Proof. For each integer n, the set T(EXn) is a »>*-measurable set. Since v*

is regular with respect to open sets, we have Borel sets B*n, B*„ such that

P*nCP(PXn)CP2*Band v*(B*„)=p*[T(EXn)]=v*(B*n). By §2.7, T~KB^
and P_1(P*,B) are analytic sets. Hence, the sets Ei,n = XnT~i(B*n) and

P2,n = A'nP-1(P*n) are sets in M0(T) and Ei,nCEXnCE2,n. Furthermore,

P*B = P(£i,B)CP(£X„)CP(£2,n).CP2*,B. Hence u(EUn, T)=u(EXn, T)

= u(E2,n, T). Since Q(A -AX)EM0(T) and p[Q(A-Ax), P]=0 and since /¿

is a measure on M0(T), the sets £! = Pi,i+ • • • +Pi,„+ • • • and E2 = Q(A

—Ax)+E2,i+ ■ • ■ +p2,n+ • • •   satisfy the conditions of the lemma.

3.24. Lemma. Assume T is B.V. on A. Iff(p) is a finite-valued, ^-measur-

able function defined on M, then f(p)D(p, T) is a v-measurable function.

Proof. We may assume that f(p) is non-negative on M. Since f(p) and

D(p, T) are /¿-measurable functions, the product f(p)D(p, T) is a/¿-measurable

function. For any real number a>0, the set

Ea = E\j(p)D(p, T)^a>0]
V

is a /¿-measurable set. By §3.23, we have sets Eu E2EM0(T) such that

£iC£„C£2and/¿(P1, T)=u(Ea, T)=u(E2, T). Then u(E2-Eu T)=u(E2, T)

-/¿(Pi, P)=0. Thus

0 = ß(E2 - Ei, T) =  f       D(p, T)dv + m.(£2 - Ei, T).

Thus D(p,  T)=0 on £2 —£i except on a set of »'-measure zero.  Hence

f(p)D(p, T) =0 on Ea — Ei except on a set of »»-measure zero. Sincef(p)D(p, T)

^a>0 at every point of Ea — Ei we conclude that Ea — Ei is of »»-measure zero.

Hence £0 is a »»-measurable set and f(p)D(p, T) is a »»-measurable function.

3.25. Lemma. Assume T is B. V. on A. Iff(p) is a finite-valued, u-measura-

ble function defined on M, then for any set EEM0(T) on which the definite in-

tegral off(p) exists,

f f(p)dß =  f f(p)D(p, T)dv +  f f(p)dn,.
Je Je Je
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Proof. Since i»(es) = 0, where es is the singular set, it is sufficient to prove

the theorem for the case £C(?e8.

(i) We first assume that/(p) ^0. Let e >0 be given. Set, for » = 1,2, • • -,

£„ = £ [(« - l)e < f(p) ^ne;pE E].
P

By §3.23, we Have sets 5„G2tfo(7) such that 73„C£„ and u(Bn, T) = uiEn, T).

Since uiEn-Bn, T)=0, Dip, 7)=0 on (Ei-Bi)+ ■ • • +(£„-73„)+ • • •

except for a set of »»-measure zero. We have

f fip)du - tu(E, T) g ¿ (n - l)e f    du = 22 in- l)e f    du
of E n-l of ßn „=1 J Bn

= ¿ (n - l)e f   D(p, T)dv î£ £ f   fip)Dip, T)dv
n-l J Bn n=l*f Bn

=   f fiP)Dip, T)dv g Z »e f   Dip, T)dv
o> E n=l of Bn

= ¿ »6 f   du = ¿ ne f   du S   f fip)du + eu(E, T).
n-l        of B„ n=l        of E„ of E

Since €>0 is arbitrary,

r f(p)du = r f(p)D(p, T)dv.
of E of e

(ii) Let/(p) be an arbitrary ¿t-integrable function. Let

£i = £ [fip) = 0;peE],        Ei = E [fip) < 0; p G E].
P P

By §3.23, we have sets Bu 732G?tfo(7) such that 5iC£i, -B2C£2, p(Bi, 7)

= u(Ex, 7), u(B2, T)=u(Ei, T). Furthermore, D(p, 7)=0 on (£i-73i)

+ (£2 — B2) except on a set of »»-measure zero. Hence by (i)

r fip)du = r f(p)da + f fip)du
of E of Bi of b2

=  f  fip)D(p, T)dv + f  f(p)D(p, T)dv
J Bl J B2

=  f /(7>)7>(/>, 7)^»».
•^ E

3.26. Assume 7 is B.V. on A. By using §3.25, the theorems in §§3.16,

3.18 can be stated in the following form.

Theorem. Assume 7 is B.V. on A. Iffip) is a finite-valued, u-measurable

function defined on M and Hip*) is a finite-valued, v*-measurable function de-
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fined on M*, then, for any set £G5Wo(7), £C-4,

(a) f H[t(p)]f(p)D(p, T)dv + f H[t(p)]f(p)dus =  f   H(p*)a(p*,T,E,f)du*
of E of e of M'

whenever the two integrals on the left exist but are not both infinite with opposite

signs, and, iff(p) =0, whenever the integral on the right exists;

(b) f H[t(p)]D(p, T)dv + f H[t(p)]dus =  f   H(p*)N(p*, T, E)dv*
of E of e of m'

whenever either the two integrals on the left exist but are not both infinite with op-

posite signs or the integral on the right exists.

3.27. A single-valued, continuous transformation Tip* = t(p), pCACM'

p*CA*CM*, from an analytic set A CM onto a set A*CM* which is B.V'

on A is called an absolutely continuous transformation on A, briefly, A.C'

on A, if e*[7(£)] =0 for every set £C-4 of »»-measure zero.

3.28. In general a transformation 7 such that »>*[7(£)] =0 for every set

£ of »»-measure zero is not of bounded variation on A as the following example

shows. Let M consist of a denumerable number of points pi, p2, • • • , p„, • ■ ■ .

Set v(pn) =1/2" and »»(£) = 22viP)> where the summation is taken with re-

spect to all points p CE. Let M* consist of a single point p* and set v*(M*) = I.

The transformation 7 consists of mapping M onto M*. Since 717 contains no

nonempty set of measure zero, f*[7(£)] =0 for every set of »»-measure zero.

Since A* = M*, v*(A*) = 1. Thus 7 is not B.V. on M.

3.29. Theorem. Assume 7 is B.V. on A. A necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that 7 be A.C. on A is that the set function u(E, T) be an absolutely con-

tinuous completely additive set function on Mo (7).

Proof. Assume that 7 is A.C. on A. Let ECMoiT) be a set of »»-measure

zero. Then »»*[7(£)]=0. Hence Nip*, 7, £-^lJ=0 except on a set of

»»*-measure zero. By §3.9, p(£, 7)=0. Furthermore, since »»(£)= 0, uiE, T)

= uaiE, 7)+p„(£, 7)=p„(£, 7)=0. Thusp8(£, 7) =0for every set £GM0(7)

of »»-measure zero and hence it is equal to zero for every set in Mo(7) (see

§3.21). Thus uiE, T) =pa(£, 7) is an absolutely continuous completely addi-

tive set function on "MoiT).

Assume yn(£, 7) is an absolutely continuous completely additive set func-

tion on MoiT). For any set £C-4, £G%(7),

Ma(£, 70 = uiE, 7) =  f   Nip*, T,E- AJdv* ^   *[T(E) - A*x].
o> M'

If »>(£)=0, then pa(£, 7)=0 and v*[TiE)-Ax] =0. Since T is B.V. on A,

v*iA*) = 0. Hence 0 = v*[T(E) -A*]+v*iA*) =v*[7(£)] and »»*[7(£)] = 0.
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Let P' be any set of »»-measure zero. Since »» is regular with respect to open

sets, we have a Borel set EEMo(T) such that PDP', v(E) = v(E') = 0. Thus

v*[T(E')}^v*[T(E)] = 0. Thus P is A.C. on A.

3.30. Lemma. If a transformation T is B.V. on A and A.C. on A, then every

v-measurable set is in M0(T).

Proof. By §3.29, /¿„(£, T) =0 for every set EEM0(T). Hence the singular

set ea (see §3.21) can be taken as the empty set. The lemma then follows

from §3.22 and the definition of the class M0(T) (see §3.20).

3.31. If a transformation Pis B.V. on A and A.C. on A, then /¿„(£, T) =0

for every set EEM0(T). Thus, from §3.26 and §3.30 we have the funda-

mental transformation formulas stated in the following theorem.

Theorem. Assume that T is B.V. on A and A.C. on A. Iff(p) is a finite-

valued, v-measurable function defined on M and H(p*) is a finite-valued,

v*-measurable function defined on M*, then, for any v-measurable set EGA

(a) f H[t(p)]f(p)D(p, T)dv =  f   H(p*)c(p*, T, E,f)dv*,
Je J m'

whenever the integral on the left exists, and, iff(p) ^0, whenever the integral on

the right exists ;

(b) f H[t(p)]D(p, T)dv =  f   H(p*)N(p*, T, E)dv*,
Je " m'

whenever either of the two integrals involved exists.

Chapter IV. Applications to the plane

4.1. We now wish to show that the theory developed in the previous

chapters applies to the results of Radó and Reichelderfer [4] in the plane as

outlined in the introduction. M will be taken as a bounded, closed, oriented

square in the uv-plane; v(E) will be taken as the Lebesgue exterior measure

of a set £ and will be denoted by | E\.

Theorem. Let T:p*=t(w), wEAGM, p*EA*GM* be a single-valued,

continuous transformation from an analytic set A in a bounded, closed, oriented

square M in the w-plane onto a set A*CM*. A necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that T be B.V. on A (see §3.17) is that there exist a finite constant L such

that v*[T(siA)]+ ■ ■ • +v*\T(skA)]<L for every finite sequence of nonover-

lapping, closed, oriented squares, Si, • ■ • , Sk such that s.CAf, i=l, 2, • • • , k.

Proof. Assume that P is B.V. on A. Let si, • • • , sk he a finite sequence of

nonoverlapping, closed, oriented squares in M. No point p can be in more

than four of the squares s,-. Hence AN[p*, T, (si+ ■ ■ ■ +sk)A ]^N(p*, T, SiA)

+ • • • +N(p*, T, skA). Since N(p*, T, SiA)^l for p*ET(SiA),
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E»*[T(síA)]S2Z f   X(P*, T,SiA)dv* ¿ 4 f   N[p*,T,(si+--- + sk)A]dv*
i_l i-lJ If J M'

g* 4 |    N(p*, T, A)dv*.
J M'

Since Pis B.V. on A, N(p*, T, A) is a »»*-summable function on M* and L can

be taken as any number greater than four times the definite integral of

N(p*, P, A) over M*.

Assume that there exists a finite constant L such that v* [T(siA) ] + • • •

+i»*[P(.s,fc.i4)] <Z for every finite system of nonoverlapping, closed, oriented

squares Si, • • • , s* such that SiCM. Let D„ denote a subdivision of M into

4" congruent closed squares by lines parallel to the coordinate axes. Let

c(p*, E*) denote the characteristic function of the set E*, that is, c(p*, E*) = 1

if p*EE* and = 0 if p*EE*. Then

«-(#*) = Zc[p*,T(sA)],

where the summation is taken with respect to the squares s in the subdivision

Dn, is a immeasurable function since c [p*, T(sA) ] is a »»*-measurable function

for each s in the subdivision Dn. Then (see Saks [5, Theorem 12.3, p. 27])

f   gn(p*)dv* = Zf   c[p*, T(sA)]dv* = E y*[T(sA)] < I
J M' J M'

where the summations are taken with respect to the squares 5 in Dn. Since

gn(P*) is a nondecreasing sequence of non-negative, »''"-measurable functions,

we have (see Saks [5, Theorem 12.6, p. 28]) g(p*) =lim„,00g„(^*) is a »^-meas-

urable function and

f   g(p*)dv* = lim   f   gn(p*)dv* f£ L.
J M' *-">   J M'

Let p* be any point in T(A) and let k he any integer less than or equal to

N(p*, T, A). Then there are k distinct points Wi, ■ • • , wk in A such that

t(wi) =p*, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k. For «o large enough no two of these points will lie

in the same square of a subdivision Dn for «>«o. Hence gn(p*) s^k for «>«o

and thus g(p*)^k. Since this is true for every integer k^N(p*, T, A),

g(p*)^N(p*, T, A). Since g(p*) is a j»*-summable function, it follows that

N(p*, T, A) is a »»*-summable function.

4.2. Theorem. Let Tip* = t(w),wEA CM, p*GA*CM* be a single-valued,

continuous transformation from an analytic set A in a bounded, closed, oriented

square M in the w-plane onto a set A* CM*. If for every e>0 there exists an

t) = v(t)>0 such that v*[T(siA)]+ ■ ■ ■ +v*[T(skA)]<e for every finite se-

quence of nonoverlapping closed, oriented squares Si, • • • , sk such that s,GM
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and \si\ + • • ■ +\sk\ <rj, then T is B.V. and A.C. on A (see §§3.17, 3.27).

Proof. We first show that 7 is B.V. on A. Let «o be an integer such that

| M| /4"»<7j(l). For the subdivision Dn defined in the proof of the theorem in

§4.1, we have »»*[7(so^4)] <1 for each square so in Z>„0. Hence, for any »>»o,

the summation v* [7(s.4) ] over the squares s of Dn which lie in a given square

so of D„„ is less than 1. Thus, for the functions gnip*), «>»o, defined in the

proof of the theorem in §4.1,

f   gnip*)dv* = 22"*[TisA)] < 4«o,
J M.

where the summation is taken with respect to the squares s in Dn. Hence

iiP*) =limnJ.M gnip*) is a »»*-summable function on M*. Since Nip*, T, A)

ísgip*) on A, Nip*, T, A) is a i»*-summable function on 717*. Thus 7 is B.V.

on A.

We now show that 7 is A.C. on A. Let £ be a set of Lebesgue measure

zero in M. Let € >0 be given. We have an open set CO£ such that \0\ <77(e).

As before, let Dn denote the subdivision of M into 4n congruent squares by

lines parallel to the coordinate axes. For each integer n, let S„ be the squares

s of Dn such that s CO and s is not in a square of Dn-i which lies in 0. Then,

if S is all the squares in Si, S2, • • • , S is a denumerable system of nonover-

lapping squares sx, s2, ■ • -such that0 = si+s2+ • • -.Since |si|+ • • -+|s„|

^|0| <r¡ie),v*[TisiA)]+ ■ • • +¡>*[TisnA)] <e for every integer n. Thus

u*[T(EA)] g v*[T(OA)] ¿ v*[T(siA)] + - - - + P*[T(snA)] + • • • á e.

Since e>0 is arbitrary, »»*[7(£^4)] =0. Since £ was any set of Lebesgue meas-

ure zero in M, 7 is A.C. on A.

Remark. If 7 is B.V. and A.C. on A, the converse of the preceding

theorem follows from Theorem 13.2, Chapter I of Saks [5], since »»*[7(s^4)]

^u(s, T).

4.3. Let 7 be B.V. on A. Then (see §3.21)

p(E, T) = f D(w, T)dv + /!.(£, 7), £ G M0(T).
J E

For each integer n and set EC^o(T), let

un(E, T) - u(EXn, T) =  f     D(w, T)dv + u,iEXn, 7).
«7 EX„

We also set (see introduction) for each oriented, closed square s CAÍ

Gis) = i»*[7(sM)].

Given a point wCM, let us consider a sequence of oriented, closed squares s„
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such that wCs„CMand lim |s„| =0. If for every such sequence, the quotients

u(s°A, 7)/| sn| converge to a finite limit (which is then necessarily the same

for all such sequences), then this limit is called the derivative of u(E, T) at

w and is denoted by ß'(w, 7). ui (w, T) and G'(w) are defined in the same

way. We then have (see, for example, Saks [5, chap. IV, Theorem 7.3]) that

u'iw, T) exists and is equal to D(w, 7) almost everywhere in M and for each

integer n, pi (w, T) exists and is equal to D(w, T) almost everywhere in Xn.

Lemma. G'(w) exists and is equal to D(w, T) almost everywhere in M.

Proof. Let w be a point in Xn where ui iw, 7) and u'iw, T) exist and are

equal to Diw, 7). Then for any square sCM such that wCs°,

Unis"A, T)/ | í | - Unis°Xn, T)/ | 51 £ Gis)/ | j | £ u(s°A, T)/\s\.

Thus G'iw) exists and is equal to 77(w, 7). Hence G'iw) exists and is equal to

Diw, T) almost everywhere on A— Ax.

Since u[QiA —Ax), T] =0, Diw, 7) =0 almost everywhere on QiA —Ax).

Let wCGiA —Ax) be a point where u'iw, T) exists and is equal to Diw, 7) =0.

Then for any square sC-^7, wCs", by §3.18, G(s) g/i(sM, 7).

Hence, G'iw) =0.

Therefore, G'iw) exists and is equal to 77(w, 7) almost everywhere in M.

4.4. It is easily shown that the conditions B.V.B and A.C.73 as given by

Radó and Reichelderfer in terms of C7(s) =»»*[7(s073)] are equivalent to the

conditions stated in the theorems in §4.1 and 4.2 respectively in terms of

»»*[7(s73)] (note, one uses s° and the other s). If M* is taken as a closed,

oriented square in the xy-plane and »»*(£*) is taken as the Lebesgue exterior

measure of a set £*C7>7*, then, from §§4.1, 4.2, 4.3, our theory on metric

foundations of continuous transformations applies to the results of Radó

and Reichelderfer [4] as given in the introduction.
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